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Abstra t
In regression analysis the assumption of un orrelated residuals is sometimes untenable. The feature of
orrelated data should be investigated and integrated in the modelling and analysis of the data. Spatial
regression models (SRMs) are an appropriate hoi e to depi t the stru ture of su h data.
The lassi al optimization approa h in Design of Experiments fa ilitates the use of se ond-order models.
If rather omplex relationships are to be expe ted, the bene t of se ond-order models is limited. In su h
ases, a further appealing property of SRMs is revealed. These models provide smooth, data-faithful
approximations of omplex response fun tions based on a relatively small number of design points.
The SRM is de ned as a linear mixed model that omits random e e ts but in orporates orrelated errors.
Restri ting attention to isotropi ovarian e fun tions, a onvenient way to t su h a model in R is to apply the fun tion glm in the pa kage nlme (Pinhero and Bates, 2000). If the assumption of isotropy is too
restri tive, anisotropi ovarian e fun tions improve the t of the model. SRMs in luding these fun tions
are estimable with the R-pa kage spatialreg. The two geometri ally anisotropi and separable ovarian e
fun tions implemented in this pa kage were introdu ed by Sa ks, Wel h, et al. (1989) and Zimmermann
and Harville (1991). A apability of the spatialreg pa kage is the tting of SRMs independently of the
dimension of the data. For the deterministi mean model one an hoose between polynomials of various
degrees. In order to estimate the parameters of the ovarian e fun tion, the lassi al ML method and the
residual maximum likelihood method (REML) are available. An additional feature of the pa kage is the
visualization of the predi ted response surfa e for two non- xed variables. Examples are provided whi h
show the exibility of the SRM to approximate omplex relationships.
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